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To play is a common and natural behavior during the childhood.
These activities are fundamental to the human growth and devel-
opment either at physical, cognitive, mental and social level. The
need of playful equipments for alternative outdoor spaces to the
already existing on the market, led to a research-base in which
this project is based. Looking at our landscape and cultural her-
itage - in part lived during our childhood - we looked for “new”
entertaining models which allow a free composition of physical
and mental activities, leading the way wide open to the creative
exploration from those who enjoys the equipment.

Outdoor classes, to play chess with grandparents, to pull or lis-
ten to a story, to build sand castles, to learn how to play marble
or spinning top, to hide and seek, to play rackets or simply draw
what is surrounding...

The basic forms of the drawn pieces allow, both children and
teachers, a specific use of each object according to the form
and occasion, apart from their physical or age limitations, this
way encouraging the living together between generations in the
same open space.

The range resulting from this research is composed by playful
and educational objects in precast concrete which allows the
practice of psychomotor activities suitable to several age levels,
as well as interaction and usufruct of leisure moments between
generations.

The singularity of these objects allows its individual use or as
complement to other outdoor ranges, therefore complementing
the diversity of activities available to outdoor play zones. The use
of precast concrete also enables an environmentally friendly and
low cost alternative (either when purchasing or maintaining) to
the traditional equipments to children’s play spaces.
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Chalk board

Black concrete wall with chalk to draw freely and learn outdoors.
Available in two versions: self-supporting or application against
other support.
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Painted concrete

Concrete with steel
frame
Surface treated
Weight~1835 kg
Set under pavement
Level

REF: 03007

Chalkboard

REF: 03007

Half chalkboard

REF: 03015

Concrete with steel
frame
Surface treated
Weight~920 kg
Set under pavement
Level

REF: 03015
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Table and stool

Can be installed in three different heights. The base at center
allows access to users with wheelchairs.

Concrete with steel
frame
Surface treated
Peso~515 kg
Set under pavement
Level

REF: 03018

Concrete
Surface treated
Weight~70 kg
Set under pavement
Level

REF: 03019

Table Stool
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Betão pigmentado
Dyed concrete
Béton Pigmenté
Cemento colorato

Azul
Blue
Azzurro

Verde
Green
Verde

Laranja
Oranje
Aranccia

Areia
Sand
Sabia

Branco
White
Bianco

Cinza
Grey
Gridgio

Negro
Black
Nero

Cores RAL
RAL Colours
Colori RAL

Tinta Plástica
Plastic paint
Inchiostro plastico

80,5

70,5

60,5
52,5

42,5

32,5

120 35,5
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Board games Table - Chess

Table with checkerboard and checkers built.
Players can bring the pieces from home or improvise with natural
objects available in the surroundings.
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Painted concrete

Sand and grey

Sand and black

White and grey

White and black

Grey and white

Grey and black

Black and white

Black and grey

Concrete with steel
frame
Surface treated
Peso~515 kg
Set under pavement
Level

REF: 03017

80,5

70,5

60,5

120
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Sand table

Can be installed in three different heights. The base at center
allows access to users with wheelchairs.
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Pigmented concrete

Blue Green Oranje RAL ColoursPlastic paint

Concrete with steel
frame
Surface treated
Peso~360 kg
Set under pavement
level

REF: 03008

80,5

70,5

60,5

120

Sand White Grey Black
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Rackets Table

To play with rackets, ping pong, or other makeshift arrange-
ments. The table is lower and shorter than traditional tables,
allowing to be played by the smallest.
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Pigmented concrete

Plastic paint Blue Dark blue Dark green

Sand White Grey Black

RAL Colours

Concrete with steel
frame
Surface treated
Painted game tabletop
Peso~1045 kg
Self standing

REF: 03020

230

72
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A sphere to sit, jump to touch the shaft or simply read a book.
The color of this object makes an appointment with a major
impact on the landscape.

Float
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Float rubber of high
thickness
Set under pavement
level
Peso~220 kg

REF: 03013

Red

40

60 105

70

White

Float rubber of high
thickness
Set under pavement
level
Peso~235 kg

REF: 03012
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An AMOP project by Pedrita

AMOP, Lda
Rua Chão Redondo, 258
Apartado 38
3754 - 906 Aguada de Baixo
Águeda - Portugal

T. 234 667 957
F. 234 666 908

amop@grupoamop.com

GPS: N 40 30.837, W 8 26.465

Export Contacts
T. +351 234 661 904
F. +351 234 661 903

export@grupoamop.com

www.grupoamop.pt
www.amop.eu/urban

www.pedrita.net
pedrita@pedrita.net


